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Lockey, Heather@CNRA

From: Hentrich, Katie <Katie.Hentrich@sandag.org>
Sent: Thursday, March 15, 2018 3:44 PM
To: CEQA Guidelines@CNRA
Cc: Martin, Andrew; Clementson, Coleen; Litchney, Seth; Stoll, Muggs; Curry, Rick; Arias, Elisa; Trom, 

Philip
Subject: Senate Bill 743 Proposed Language Updates and Technical Advisory - SANDAG Comments
Attachments: Senate Bill 743 Technical Advisory - SANDAG Comments.pdf

Dear Mr. Calfee, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Senate Bill 743 Proposed Language Updates and Technical 
Advisory.  Please see the attached comment letter from SANDAG.  If you have any questions or concerns, please feel 
free to contact me. 
 
Thank you, 
 
Katie Hentrich 
Regional Energy/Climate Planner 
 

SANDAG 
(619) 595‐5609 
401 B Street, Suite 800, San Diego, CA 92101 
 

 

Facebook | Twitter | YouTube 
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Section F 

On page 18 of Section F of the Technical Advisory, the second bullet point discusses the addition of 
new or enhanced bike or pedestrian facilities on existing streets/highways or within the existing 
public right-of-way (ROW). SANDAG suggests amending this bullet point so that the language 
applies to bike or pedestrian facilities within or adjacent to existing ROW. Whether or not a bike or 
pedestrian facility is located within existing ROW, it is not likely to result in a substantial or 
measurable increase in vehicle travel. 

Mitigation and Alternatives 

On page 21, the Technical Advisory refers to “tolling new lanes” and “converting existing  
general-purpose lanes to [high-occupancy vehicle] or [high-occupancy toll] lanes” as “appropriate” 
mitigation and alternatives for increased travel induced by capacity increases. This mitigation measure 
appears in contrast to previous State guidance and legislation (e.g., Senate Bill 1330  
[Committee on Judiciary, 2009], Assembly Bill 744 [Torrico, 2009], Assembly Bill 1023 [Wagner, 2011]). 
Furthermore, SANDAG currently has no legal authority to implement these types of road  
pricing policies. 

Quantifying Induced Vehicle Travel Using Models 

Pages 28 and 29 of the Technical Advisory characterize travel demand models as inadequate for 
performing analysis of induced vehicle travel. They assert that, generally, the “most accurate 
assessment” of induced vehicle travel involves “applying elasticities from academic literature,” 
adding that “if a lead agency chooses to use a travel demand model, additional analysis would be 
needed to account for induced land use” (emphasis added). The Technical Advisory also states that 
“proper use of a travel demand model” captures some components of induced VMT, and then offers 
options for supplementing travel demand model analysis to incorporate VMT effects of “subsequent 
land use change,” which are to “employ an expert panel…adjust model results to align with empirical 
research…[and] employ a land use model, running it iteratively with a travel demand model.” 

Elasticities from academic literature must be applied carefully, as there often is a distribution of 
impacts from improved accessibility that a “one size fits all” approach does not capture. There are 
circumstances in which applying a generalized “rule of thumb” is inappropriate and would not 
accurately reflect the local socioeconomic outcomes of land use changes. For example, application of 
a generalized elasticity measure might overlook important local variations in household composition, 
employment patterns, student/military status of household members, or other non-family household 
behaviors. Induced demand forces many behavioral changes into the decision-making process for 
both transportation and land use development, as well as for home/work location choices. Activity-
based models capture a larger share of transportation decision-making changes that are 
characterized as “induced demand.” Induced demand has different impacts depending on the 
geographic scale of analysis.  New land use developments around a facility may have shifted from 
other locations in the region.  What may be an increase in demand for a new facility could result in a 
decrease in demand around other locations in the area of analysis.  Any application of elasticities 
would need to consider the geographic scale of analysis.  SANDAG suggests clarifying this language 
to incorporate these aspects into the Technical Advisory’s discussion of the analysis required when 
choosing a travel demand model.  
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